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I interviewed Sticks And Stones
in CBGB's Record Canteen after their
set next door some Sunday in Janu-
ary. Present were: the band (Brian:
Vocals, Pete: Guitar, Larry: Bass,
and Nigel: Drums), as well as myself
(Jon), Phil, Adam, and Dave. Special
thanks to everyone involved.

Jon : Okay, do you want to start
out with a little history of the
band?

Pete : I started the band com-
pletely out of spite when I was
thrown out of another band, that was
about March of 1987.

Jon : Any stories about that
"other" band?

Pete: Well, that was the famous
Neurotic Impulse, no real stories
about it, though. Urn, I started the

band with two other guys and Brian
joined after about three months.
The other two kind of "grew up" and
went to college and just became
wierd. .

.

Nigel : You're mumbling.
Pete : I'm not mumbling. (He

really wasn't.) And, urn, we played
our first show July 5th, 1987, I

think

—

It's in the press book. One
of the songs from the first show
actually ended up on the 7 inch

—

that's "Saved".
Brian : Nigel was the first to

join after we kicked the drummer out.

Pete : He quit.
Brian : He quit, yeah.
Larry : It was kind of mutual.
Brian : ...And then we invited

the bass player to quit and we got
Larry because he wasn't doing any-
thing, and, ahh. .

.

Nigel : And we like him, and he's
good.

Brian : ...We changed the sound,

it got harder, you know-
Pete : It's not that much harder.
Brian : Harder than on the tape,

and a little faster.
Jon : Since you started the band

out of spite, would you consider that
spite to be a major part of the band?

Pete : Spite? Yeah, I do most
of the things I do out of pure spite,

I'm quite shallow.
Nigel : I'll agree with that.

Brian : One thing about the band
is that like, me and Larry are older-
I'm 23 and Larry's 24, and Pete and

Nigel are both roughly \j f so every-
one has different influences, and
that's how we got our sound- basic-
ally, everyone's into different
stuff.

Larry : A lot of influences every-
where.

Jon : Okay, do you feel you have
any connections to the rest of the
New Jersey "scene" at all?

Pete : No, I don't think there
is a New Jersey scene.

Brian : We're the only band in
New Jersey, and we'd like to have
control of the entire Jersey scene.
(Laughter erupts)

Larry: Absolutely not— the New
Jersey scene is very shallow, every
time \ look around it seems like
everybody just wants to wear sneakers
and shorts, and skateboard-It's the
way you do it, just the way you do
it—and it gets on my. nerves.

Brian : Yeah, it's not really
too rebellious anymore, we're trying
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to bring that back-

Pete ; It's parties and drugs,

man. .

.

Larry ; No, No, No.

Pete s --.It's the hippies again.

Jon s Anybody else got a ques-

tion?
*

Adam : Since your sound is pretty

different than any New Jersey or New

York band, any band in this area

—

how are people reacting around here,

because today it was hard for people,

they were just hit with it, and they

didn't know what it was.

Brian: Yeah, we get • •

Larry: Blank stares...
Brian : ...we're getting, like,

good responses everywhere we play,

basically- we played at the Anthrax
and everyone liked us pretty much.

It's kind of hard for people to get

into a band when they don't know the

songs and they've never heard them,

but I think today at CB's the kids

danced, and I thought it was pretty

cool for them never having heard

the songs before—we expected every-

one to just stand there or leave,

because it's different, it's not

like the typical "hard" shit that's

going on.

Larry: I expected it sometimes

to be a little more difficult to get

through to people, but it works out
sometimes.

Brian : But, yeah-we do get
good responses.

Pete : Although we've never
gotten a good review. .. (makes cough-
ing noises and stuff)

Brian : Yeah, we have actually.
Phil : You've gotten one...
Jon : Are you expecting a good

reaction from your 7 inch?
Brian : Yeah, definitely—we're

already saying we want to do another
pressing-we think it will do good in
like, all areas, from like older peo-
ple to young straight-edge kids, I

think everybody will like it. Most
people can probably identify with at
least one song on the record.

Pete : This was our "record re-
lease party", by the way- it's the

first day we're selling the records,-

a date in history. Go ahead, ask
some more questions.

Jon : Er, I believe Adam had
another question....

Adam : I know most of your
lyrics are relatively personal-
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about friends and things like that,

but are there any band politics?

Pete i Politics...
Nigel i Politics...

Pete: We're politically correct,

I guess.
Brian: Yeah, we could say that.

Pete : Can I spout on this or no?

Larry : Yeah, sure.

Nigel: Yeah.

Larry : You have the mike in your

Jon : Feel free.

Pete : Well, I'm gonna make names

up for myself now, I guess I am

basically a nihilist, I believe in

absolutely nothing, and you have to

find reasons to stay alive anyway,

and so is Nigel. Of course, Brian's

a bit more mature, he was a sociology

major in college before he quit. Urn,

Larry-
Jon: (interuptting) Would there

be any spite towards college students,

seeing how you are from New Brunswick?

(Rutgers University is in New Brun-

swick and you can't go two feet

without seeing students)
Brian : Oh, definitely, I think

college is a big waste of time,

definitely.
Larry : Also with the whole cz

attitude problem that seems to go

along with it- they think they're just

better than everyone else, but some-

body else is paying for their edu-

cation.
Brian: With the band's attitude,

I think we're a social-political

band, you know- we sing about in-

justice, like that a few people have

everything while a lot of people

have nothing-and we think that's

wrong. And we're not communists,

we're not capitalists, we're nothing-

we want to start our own order.

Nigel : He pretty much said

everything for me.

Pete : The songs are about

frustration, about having to live

in this world.
Larry : Very frustrating.

Phi 1 1 You voiced your opinion

about New Jersey hardcore—what about

New York hardcore?
Pete : ...New York?

Brian: You shouldn't have asked

Pete that. .

.

Phi 1 : I asked Sticks And Stones

that.

-.',
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Pete ; Well, I've always thought
New York is rather clique-ey, it's
been really, really hard for us to
get a show here. I mean, we've been
around for almost two years, and to-
day is the first time we played in
New York, except for WNYU...

Larry : I think it goes back to
the point that we have a different
sound, and you have to push harder
if you have a different sound because
there's like a certain "New York
sound", and now that we finally "got
in", I think we can get some other
things set up. .

.

Pete : Yeah, I'd love to play
here, it's a nice town,

Larry: ...it's a lot of fun-
I like New York bands, and I like
the New York scene, the biggest
problem is just getting in, because
it seems everybody wants to slam the
door in your face, and you just have
to pull a lot of strings to get in-
and then if you're lucky, everything
goes well.

Brian : I think New York is like,
the only scene, but it is clique-ey.
I mean, you see bands up on stage
and they're like "yeah, this goes out

to these people, and this goes out
to them...", and they make jokes, and
it's like friends, it involves their
friends and no one else gets the
personal jokes, and sometimes you
feel kind of left out, you know what
I mean? We try to keep away from
that.

Larry : I like to try to play
for everybody, no matter who they are.

Nigel : Yeah, really- it's cool
to play for your friends, but there's
going to be new people coming to see
you.

Brian : on the whole, New York's
where it's at though.

Jon: Does crowd response have
any bearing on how well you feel
you're doing?

Brian: Well, yeah- if people
are getting into it you definitely
feed off of that energy and give
more.

t
-Pete * As opposed to just stand- .

ing there playing with yourself.
Larry : It enables me to move

around a lot more when I see that
people are moving, .it kind of comes
back. (to Brian) I've noticed with
you also-

-



Brian : We did a show in New
Brunswick, a hall, and everyone was
sitting on the floor...

Pete ; It was damn depressing.
Bri an ; ...I mean, we were okay,

we didn't fuck up or anything- but
it was lame*.

Larr^i You just felt like tapr-
ping your foot a little bit while
you were playing or something.

Brian : I didn't even open my
eyes the entire time, the whole set-
definitely the audience has a major
part in it.

Larry: You know, a wierd part
about it is that someone will have
a fanzine or something, and they'll
just kind of half-assed watch you
and sit on the floor, and then
they'll turn around and give you a
bad review- and they won't even give
you the time of day while you're up
there.

Pete : I don't mind whether or
not you dance, but even just applause
is nice, just some indication that
people are out there.

Brian : Heckling, even heckling
i s okay-

Larry: Yeah, you could feed off
that somehow I

Brian- It would be better to
piss people off than to just-

Phil- "Are you an audience or
an oil painting?" (laughter erupts)

Larry : Yeah, really- it's like
I'm going to a fucking funeral J

Brian : Yeah, we do have a song
called "Reason to Care(Damn Straight)"
and it's on the record, and all you
kids out there- it's not a straight
edge song, it really has nothing to
do with straight edge.

Pete : There's a good story
behind that one.

Jon : Tell us this good story.'
Pete : Well, okay- you wanted to

hear about my last band, that was a
song from my last band, which it was
a straight edge song back then but
now I don't like them

—

It's like
friends fuck you over, and I got
kicked out of the band, so I took
my music and changed it. I guess
that's it-it wasn't that great.

Nigel i It's a lot different
than the other songs.

Larry : Well this band is
certainly a hell of a lot different
than Neurotic Impulse.

::, :-'-.
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Pete : Thank you. Got any more
questions?

Jon : Well, alright—what do you
consider your strongest point as a
band?

Pete : Me... damn, urn. .. that we're
different, that we don't have the
same sound as everyone else.

Bri an : Yeah, and that we're
bringing the rebellion back into the
scene.

' Pete * Yeah, it looks like these
people are going skiing after they
play, this is bullshit.

All : Yeah, really.
Bri an : Yeah, basically bringing

the rebellion back into the scene.

—
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Pete 8 Rebellion is where it's
at, it you don't have rebellion in
you, you're not worth shit, go home.

Larry ; And we're still trying
zz make good music, we're striving
to be original with it, too. Between
rebellion and originality it should
always keep people listening and
interested, and thinking, and those
three things really mean a hell of a
lot.

Pete : Good question.
Jon : Anything else to say?
Larry : We'd like to get signed.
Pete : Yeah, we want to get

signed, we could use the money.
Jon : Would you consider that

"selling out" to any degree?
All : No!
Pete : We had a big argument a-

bout that with Adam from Life's
Blood the other night.

Larry : As a matter of fact
there was something I wanted to say
about that- I was hanging out with
Dr. Know before (they also played),
and a guy from CB's came over and
said, "You have like 20 people on
your guest list, that's too many",
and Kyle looked at it and said "I
don' t even know any of these people"
and what had happened was Metal
Blade, their label, had called and
given a list of people which they
wanted, and they couldn't all fit,
and that's one thing, if we get sign-
ed it's not gonna be like that, the
label's not gonna say who can get in,
who can't get in and everything else.
In other words, if I want you to get
in, fine- but the label can't work
it out for us.

Pete : If we get signed, it's
gonna be the label working for us,
and not us working for the label.

Nigel : Yeah, there's nothing
wrong with a major label, as long as
you're doing what you want.

Pete : As long as they don't
fuck you over.

Brian : I mean, would you rather
work a shitty job...

Pete : Or get paid for what you
like to do?

Nigel : Yeah, really- this is
what I want to do with my life, and
I'd like to get paid for it.

Brian : Pete's dad is a lawyer,
we'd definitely check contracts and
all, so we don't get nailed to a

four-album bullshit kind of deal.
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Larry : The 7 inch already cost
like $2000 to put out, it would cer-
tainly be nice to have someone else
willing to front that money, and we
could still work with them and work
with all the other people too, be-
cause no one here is rich.

Pete : Let em tell you something,
putting out a record sucks , alright?
It's pure frustration, and

—

Larry ; Studio time is fun.
Pete : Well, studio time is,

well, it's frustrating to record,
it's frustrating to put out, this
record was supposed to be out a month
ago, but the printer kept fucking us
over—it's no fun . I'd love to have
someone else to do this shit for us.
We did it, but it's bad enough you
have to write the songs and all that
shit, but then I've got to make my-
self a promoter and some sort of
businessman to get my music out.

Larry : I get up and work for
somebody else every day, someone
could come work for us also, and we
could do something for one another.

Brian : Yeah, we sent out a lot
of demos and stuff...

Pete: And no one wrote back
to us.

Nigel : Bastards.
Brian : ...and I think some liked

it and some didn't, but I think they
don't want to take the risk, because
they're not sure if they're gonna
make money off of us, I think that's
basically the deal.

Larry : Alchemy Records wrote
back saying "You're very good, but
you're a bit different" on a little
postcard, and never said anything
else.

Jon : And that brings it back to

the question of originality and re-
bellion.

Nigel : Yeah, they would sign us

if we would change our sound, but
that's like selling out.

Pete : But we wouldn't do that
either, so I think we've beaten this
question to the ground.

Larry : Well, maybe if we sounded
different we would get signed quick-
er, but that's not worth it because
then you're not doing what you want
to do.

Pete : Yeah, okay. . .anything
else?

Phil: Yeah, on the subject of
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labels— Positive Force Records.
Larry ; And away we go J

.Pete: Okay, well we sent our
first demo tape to Positive Force,
and they sent a really nice letter
back saying that they thought we were
wonderful, and that they would put
out a record with us and that they
would be in touch with us any day now
Then months went by and then I called
them, and they kept saying "Yeah,
great, great..." and they sent us in-
formation about contracts and shit...

Bri_an: Yeah, and they said they
would do whatever we wanted, a 12
inch, a 7 inch, or whatever.

.Pete j Yeah, saying how wonder-
ful we were. .

.

JBri_an: And they were interested
in us right after the Pagan Babies
record was supposed to come out on
Positive Force, which it didn't, and
that was the same time period that
they went broke, and the deal I

think was that it was Kevin and his
girlfriend, his girlfriend didn't
like us and Kevin did, and they were
arguing, and then they went broke,

and then the girl took over the la-
bel and that was that, you know, she
wasn't interested.

Pete : Like even a couple of
months ago, the last time that 7

Seconds played City Gardens, they
were like "oh yeah, we'll definitely
still do it", so they like totally
dragged us along, shit, for almost
a year.

Larry: It was like when you
were trying to get numbers out of

them, they'd just throw out any
number, you'd call up a number where
this girl was supposed to be and you

got some club who had never even
heard of her before.

Brian : And that's why we're
gonna blow away 7 Seconds at City
Gardens next week.

Pete : Not that we're not close,

personal friends with Kevie-baby.
Did' you want to say something?

Brian : I was, but I forgot.

Pete : Um...punk rock, man.

Brian : No, we're not punk rock,

we're not hardcore, we just play

music with energy and attitude.
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OTHER BANDS

AVAILABLE:

NEW AGE RECORDS
AGAINST THE WALL

WALK PROUD

ANSWER

$9 U.S.
$12 overseas
$14 overair
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ash or make money order
payable to:

DAVE BROOKS
^1 2622 Enramada Drive
Justin, CA 92680


